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Abstract 
For each nonnegative integer n, we show the existence of a universal space for the class of all at 
most n-dimensional closed images of locally compact separable metric spaces. For the construction, 
we use some properties of universal Menger compacta and a construction of UV”-maps due to 
Ferry. We also discuss the nonseparable cases under a certain condition on the weight of metric 
spaces. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
It was Eric K. van Douwen who announced the existence of universal spaces for 
certain O-dimensional LaSnev spaces [16]. A concrete construction of a universal space 
for all closed images of the rational numbers are given in [20]. 
In [ 171 the second author showed that there exist universal spaces for certain classes 
of o-discrete LaSnev spaces, which covers all results announced by van Douwen. More- 
over, he showed in [ 191 the corresponding result for all O-dimensional closed images oj 
comptetely metrizable spaces of weight 6 Q for any given infinite cardinal a. 
This paper is an attempt to prove the corresponding result for positive-dimensional 
LaSnev spaces. 
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Notation 1.1. Let ,C(CL) be the class of all closed images of locally compact metric spaces 
A4 of w(M) < cy. Put also C, = {X E C: dim X < n} for a class C of topological 
spaces. 
Theorem 1.1. For every n 3 0, there exists a universal space for the class L(w),. 
The proof is outlined as follows: The universal space L(n) for C(w), is constructed 
in Section 2.2.1 by collapsing a suitably chosen countable discrete collection M of non- 
compact 2, subsets in r(n) = pn \ {pt} into a countable closed discrete nowhere dense 
subset L(n)0 of L(n), where I_L~ is the n-dimensional universal Menger compacturn. 
Then, for a space X E Lo, we shall show that there exists a special closed map h 
from a separable locally compact metric space Y onto X such that h is one to one except 
a countable discrete closed subset Xa of X (Theorem 2.3). For that purpose, we shall 
construct a UV”-t-map from a separable metric space onto X (Theorem 2.2), using an 
idea due to Ferry [5]. 
The (ZAP”)-property of bLn guarantees that there exists an embedding e : Y -+ r(n) 
satisfying that there exists an ikfz E M such that e(h’(s)) = e(h’(z)) n kfz = 
e(Y) n (U W f or each 2 E X0. Then it is easily seen that X can be embedded in L(n) 
as a closed subset. 
We shall discuss nonseparable cases in Section 3.2. In particular, we have: 
Theorem 1.2. For every infinite cardinal c~, there exists a universal space for L(Q)o. 
Theorem 1.3. 
(a) For every injinite cardinal Q < ww and each n 3 1, there exists a universal space 
forC(Qh. 
(b) For any cardinal cy, we have a cardinal p 3 a such that there exists a universal 
spacefor L(p), for each n 3 1. 
Theorem 1.4. Assume GCH. Then, for every infinite cardinal cr and each n 3 1, there 
exists a universal space for L(a),. 
In this paper we assume that all spaces are Tychonoff, and that dimX means the 
covering dimension of a space X (see Proposition 3.1 for the relation between the 
covering dimension and other dimension functions). 
1.1. Preliminary results 
We begin with five facts which reduce the problem to a special case. 
Fact 1.1 [4, Problem 4.4.J]. Every metric space M is a pe$ect image of some O- 
dimensional metric space Z of weight 6 w(M). 
Fact 1.2 [9, Lemma]. Let f : A4 -+ Z be a closed onto map from a metric space M. 
Suppose that a sequence {Zi}i>l, consisting of distinct points. converges to a point 
zo E 2. Then, the set f+(zo) n cI(&, f’(Zi)) is compact. 
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A topological property P is said to be peeect if for each perfect map f : 2 -+ M, it 
holds that 2 has the property P if and only if M has the property P. 
Fact 1.3 [4, Theorem 3.7.24, and Corollary 3.7.281. Both the Lindeliifness and the local 
compactness are perfect properties. 
Recall that an onto map f : X + Y is irreducible when no proper closed subset of X 
is mapped by f onto Y. 
Fact 1.4 [9, Theorem 41. For any closed map f : X + Y from a paracompact space 
X onto a Fre’chet-Vrysohn space Y, there exists a closed subset Z of X such that 
f IZ : Z 4 Y is irreducible. 
Suppose that a nonmetrizable space X E .C(cy) is given. Take a closed map f : M --f X, 
where M is O-dimensional noncompact locally compact metric space with w(M) < cy 
by Facts 1 .I and 1.3. We may also assume that f is irreducible by Fact 1.4. 
Fact 1.5 [4, Theorem 5.1.271. Every locally compact paracompact space can be repre- 
sented as the topological sum of clopen (i.e., simultaneously closed and open) subspaces 
of X each of which has the Lindeliif property. 
Hence, we may assume that M = $ M A, where each MA is O-dimensional locally 
compact separable metric. 
Notation 1.2. The Cantor set is denoted by C, and we fix a point co E C. We reserve 
the symbol CO for the space C \ {a}. 
Note that MA can be embedded in Ca as a closed nowhere dense subset. Let CA be a 
copy of Ca which contains MA as a closed nowhere dense subset. Consider the adjunction 
space Y = ($ CA) Uf X and the canonical surjection f: @ CA + Y. Then the space 
X is embedded in the space Y as a closed subset and the following fact guarantees that 
f is a closed map (hence, Y E C(a)). 
Fact 1.6 [4, Theorem 2.4.131. If A4 is a closed subset of X and E is an upper semi- 
continuous decomposition of M, then the decomposition of X into elements of & and 
one-point sets {x) with x E X \ M is upper semicontinuous. 
Moreover, the above map f is irreducible and dim Y = dim X, since MA is nowhere 
dense and flf’(Y \ X) 1s one-to-one (see [4, Exercises 3.1.C(c)]). Therefore, for our 
purpose of embedding X, it suffices to embed Y into a universal space. Note also that 
we can take iV = Cc when Q = w. 
Summarizing, we can restrict our consideration to the case that the map f : M + X 
satisfies the following condition (A). 
(A) f is closed irreducible (hence, each fiber of f has the empty interior) and M = 
eAEa CA, where CA = CO for each X. In particular, M = CO when LY = w. 
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Notation 1.3. For every X E ~Z((Y) let X0 = {Z E X 1 z does not have a countable 
neighborhood base in X} and Xr = X \ X0. 
Let f : M + X be a map satisfying condition (A). Then flf+(Xi) is perfect by 
Veinstein’s Lemma [4, Theorem 4.4.161. Hence, Xi is the “largest metrizable part” of 
X and Xa = {Z E X 1 f’( z is noncompact}. Moreover we have: ) 
Proposition 1.1. For every X E C(Q) the set X0 is closed discrete in X. 
Proof. We derive a contradiction by assuming that 2 E cl(Xa \ {z}). Note that there 
exists a convergent sequence {ok} C X0 such that IC = limxk, since X is a Frechet- 
Urysohn space. First we assume that o = w. Let f : Ca + X be a closed irreducible map 
given in (A). Take a decreasing open neighborhood base {Bk} of Q in C. Since each 
f+(~) is noncompact, take a point pk E f’(Xk) f? Bk for each Ic. Put F = {pk}ka@ 
Since F is closed in M while f(F) is not, we have a contradiction to the closedness of 
the map f. For general case Q > w, let f : M + X be a closed irreducible onto map as 
in (A) again. If each fiber f’(~k) has an Xk such that CA, n f’(xk) is noncompact, 
then the above argument leads to the same contradiction. Thus, by taking a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that 
(i) all sets CA n f’(Xk) are compact for each Ic. 
Then, since f’(xk) is noncompact, we have a sequence {Xk} of mutually distinct indexes 
such that CA, n f’(~k:) is nonempty. Hence, if we take a point pk E CA, n f’(xk) 
for each k-, we have a closed set F = {pk}k>~ such that f(F) is not closed. This 
contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Let &(B) denote the subclass of ,C( ) a consisting of all spaces X such that 1x0 / = 1. 
For each X E L,(B), there exists an onto map f : M + X satisfying the following 
condition: 
(B) The map f satisfies condition (A), and has the unique noncompact fiber f-(x0). 
The above proposition shows that we may essentially restrict our attention to spaces in 
c,(B). 
2. The separable case 
2.0. Preliminary lemmas 
Notation 2.1. For a metric space X, let B(z, E) be the open E-ball centered at a point 
x. For a subset A of X its &-neighborhood is denoted by B(A, E). For a covering IA of 
X, put U(x) = {U E 24: z E U}, and UIA = {U n A: U E U}. 
Definition 2.1 ([15], compare with [7]). Let (X, A) be a pair of spaces, where A is a 
closed subset of X. Then, an open cover U of X \ A is called an approaching anti-cover 
(A-cover for short) of (X, A) if 
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(1) for each neighborhood V of A in X, there exists a neighborhood W of A in X 
such that st(W,U) c V, where st(W.U) = U{V E U: V n W # 0}. 
Note that any open refinement of an A-cover of a pair of spaces is also an A-cover of 
the pair. 
Definition 2.2 (cf. [7]). Let f : M + X be a map. A set T c Ad is said to be f-saturated 
if f”(.f(T)) = T. 
Fact 2.1 [7, Lemmas 1 and 31. 
(a) Let S be a metric space, and suppose that B is a closed subset of S. Let IA = 
{U,: y E S\B}, h w ere U, = {t E S: d(z,y) < d(y, B)/2}. Then, for an) 
re$nement V of U, V is an A-cover of the pair (T~n,v)~ I?), where 
T(m) = B u (UV). 
(b) Let g : M -+ X be a closed onto map and suppose that B is a g-saturated closed 
subset qf M. For any A-cover L4 of (Al, B), put G, = st(g’(x),U), where 
z E X \ g(B). Th en, the collection $7 = {G,: .c E X \ g(B)} is an A-cover of 
the pair (MT B). 
(c) rff:X f Y is a closed onto map and U is an A-cover of (Y, I?), then f’(U) 
is an A-cover of the pair (X, f’(B)). 
Fact 2.2 [4, Problem 4.5.1(a)]. Let M be a (not necessarilJ1 closed) subset of a metric 
space S. Then, for each open subset U of M, we can assign an open subset V(U) 
of S such that U = V(U) n Al, and that V(U) c V(U’) if U C U’, and for any 
finite collection {U, 1 , . , UT,} of open sets of M with U1 n fl U, = 0, it holds that 
v(U!) n . . n V(&) = 0. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A,1 be a (not necessarily closed) subset of a metric space S. Suppose 
that g : M 4 X is a closed map and let B be a g-saturated closed set of M. Then, there 
exists a collection V of open subsets of S such that 
(4 M \ B c U V, and the collection W = {st(g”(x), V): z E X} is an A-cover of 
the pair (Tcw,n), B), where TcW,n) is defined in Fact 2.1(a). 
Proof. Since cls(I3) f’ A4 = B, let U, be the open set defined in Fact 2.1(a) for each 
y E M \ B. For each U, put 
V; = U, n v(U, n A[). 
where V(U, n M) is an enlargement of U, n M given in Fact 2.2. Then by Fact 2.1(a), 
V = {v;,‘: y E M \ B} IS an A-cover of the pair (Tc~,~), B). By the definition of 
VV in (a), it holds that T = TfvzB) = TfW,n). We show that the collection W is an 
A-cover of (57: B). Suppose that U is an open neighborhood of B in T. Then, there 
exists an open neighborhood 0 of B in T such that st(0, V) C U, since V is an 
A-cover. Let g = Win/r, which is an A-cover of (AI, B) by Fact 2.1(b). Thus, for 
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the open neighborhood 0, there exists an open neighborhood E of B in A.4 such that 
st(E, 6) C 0. Then, the open set H = 0 f’ V(E) of S satisfies the condition that 
st(H, W) C U, since for every W = st(g’(z), V) E W, with H n W # 0, it holds that 
g’(z)cWnIt4Cst(E,G)cOandhenceV,*cUifVYfIg’(z)#0. 0 
Definition 2.3. Let M be a (not necessarily closed) subset of a metric space S. Suppose 
that U is a collection of open subsets of M. Then, a collection 1, = {U”: U E U} of 
open subsets of S is an *-enlargement of I.4 in 5’ if it satisfies that U c U* c V(U), 
where V(U) is defined in Fact 2.2. 
Fact 2.3 [3, Corollary 5.3.11 and Exercise 7.2.D(a)]. Let X E C,(Q). Then, for any 
closed subset A of X, there exists an A-cover of (X, A). Moreover for any A-cover 
IA of (X, A), there exists an A-cover 1/ of (X, A) of order at most n + 1 such that 
{st(V, V): V E V} refines 2.4. 
2. I. Zero-dimensional case 
2.1.1. A construction of a universal space 
Let A be a closed nowhere dense subset of the Cantor set C, which is homeomorphic 
to C and ~0 E A. Recall that Ca = C \ {cg} and let La be the quotient space which is 
obtained from Ca by collapsing the set A = A\ {Q} into one point. Let qo : CO ---) La be 
the natural quotient map. Finally, let L(0) be the countable infinite topological sum of the 
copies of La. Then, it is easy to see that L(0) E t(w)a. Next, we show the universality 
of the space L(0). 
2.1.2. The universality of L(0) 
Theorem 2.1. Every X E L(w)0 can be embedded in L(0) as a closed subset. 
Proof. We may assume that X is a countable topological sum of subspaces, each of 
which is a member of CC,(B)0 by Proposition 1.1 and the zero-dimensionality of X. So 
it suffices to prove that every X E C,(B) 0 can be embedded in LO as a closed subset. 
Let f : M + X be a closed irreducible onto map as in condition (B). Put B = I’ 
and we may assume that B is a closed subset of A. Then, by the homeomorphism 
extension theorem in [ 1 l] we may assume also that M is a closed subset of Co satisfying 
thatMnA=B. 
Let W be an A-cover of (T(w,B), B) given by Lemma 2.1 applied to S = CO. For the 
A-cover WIM of (M, B), we may take an A-cover U, consisting of mutually disjoint 
clopen subsets of X, such that f’(U) refines WIM by Fact 2.3. By Fact 2.2 we have a 
*-enlargement U of f’(U) . C m 0 such that V refines W. Moreover, we can assume that 
each element of V is compact, since Xr is O-dimensional locally compact and flf+(Xt ) 
is perfect. Then, we may assume that 1, consists of mutually disjoint clopen compact 
subsets of CO. Hence, every member of k’ is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. Put 
Z=(UU)uA. 
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Then, note that 2 is closed in CO, M c 2 and V is an A-cover of (2, A). For each 
U E U fix a closed embedding hu : U + f’(U)* E V. Then, define h : X + LO as 
follows: 
/,(~a) = qo(A) and hlU = 90 o hu. 
Then, it is easy to see that h(X) is closed and hlXl is a homeomorphism. We show that 
h, is continuous at 20. Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood of qo(A) in LO. Then, since 
V is an A-cover of (2, A), for the open neighborhood q;(W) of A in 2, there exists a 
subcollection V’ of V such that 
G = U V’ U A is a neighborhood of A in 2 and G c q; (IV). 
For the collection V’ put 
U’ = {h-(V): V E V’}. 
Then, U’ c ZA and the set H = {ZO} U (IJU’) IS an open neighborhood of x0 by the 
definition of V and h, since 
f’(H)=GnM=Bu(Uf’(Z4)) 
is an open neighborhood of B in M. It is readily seen that h(H) c W by the definition 
of h,. By the same way we can show that h’ : h(X) 4 X is continuous at h,(q) (see 
[17,19,20]). 
2.2. The positive-dimensional case 
2.2.1. A construction of a universal space 
In this section, we construct a universal space for the class C(w),. For the construction, 
we need some facts from Menger manifold theory [ 11. 
The compacturn bL” is the topologically unique rL-dimensional locally 
connected, (n - 1)-connected metric space satisfying the following property: 
(DPP) For each pair of maps cy, /3 : I” -+ pn and for each E > 0, 
ist maps CY’, /3’ : I” --f pn such that d(a’,a) < E. d(P’,p) 
a’(P) n p(P) = 0. 
(n - l)- 
there ex- 
< E and 
Definition 2.4. A closed subset A of a locally compact separable metric space X is 
called a &-set if, for each open cover l4 of X and for each map f : K ---f X from any 
at most ,n,-dimensional ocally compact separable metric space K, there exists a map 
cp : K ---t X \ A which is U-close to f. 
Fact 2.4 [ 1, Corollary 2.3.51. Any homeomorphism between Z,-sets in pn extends to an 
autohomeomorphism of p”. 
By a Baire category argument combined with the property (DPP), we have the 
following property of ~~~ [l, Theorem 2.3.8 and Chapter 61. 
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(ZAP) Let (Y : K + pn be a map from a compact metric space K of dimK < n 
and let L be a closed subset of K. Suppose that Q/L is an embedding such 
that a(L) is a &-set. Then, for each E > 0, there exists a &-embedding 
,0: K + pun which is E-close to cy such that PIL = cr(L. 
The proof of the property (ZAP) of pLn together with the general position argument of 
the Euclidean space can be applied to obtain the following fact. 
Fact 2.5. The (272 + I)-dimensional Euclidean space R2n+’ has the property (ZAP). 
Take a point p of pn, and let M = Ui>, ik!i be an n-dimensional compact metric 
space, where each ML is a homeomorphic>opy of I*~‘, and Mi n Ad5 = {*}. By the 
property (ZAP), there exists a &-set embedding i : 111 + pUn such that i(*) = p. In 
what follows, we identify M with i(M). Define 
F(n) = Pn \ {P>> G = M \ {p}, xxi = n/r, \ {p}. 
Clearly {Gi: i > 1) is a closed discrete family of r(n) and D = {%i: i 3 1) U 
{{x}: 5 E I’(n) \ z} defines an upper semicontinuous decomposition of r(n). Let 
L(n) be the decomposition space with the quotient topology and let 4: r(n) t L(n) be 
the natural projection. Then, it is readily seen that dim L(n) = n by the countable sum 
theorem in dimension theory. 
2.2.2. The universality of the space L(n) 
We start with some preliminary results which we need to prove Theorem 2.2. 
Definition 2.5. Let A+’ = {(tl, . . , trL) 1 EYE”=, ti = 1, ti 9 0 for each i = 1,. . . , n} 
be the standard (n - 1)-simplex. For the product XI x . x X, x A+’ of topological 
spaces X1,. . , X, with A+‘, we introduce the equivalence relation by 
(Z ,,..., %,... ,Gz,t, ,“‘, k,,O,k+1,...,GJ 
~(5, ,..., zr$ ,..., zn,tl ,..., ti_l,O,ti+l ,..., tn) forsomei. 
The quotient space of this equivalence relation is denoted by XI * . . * X,, and called 
the join of X1, . . , X,. Let p : X1 x . . x X, x An-’ --f XI * . . * X, be the natural 
projection. The point p(zl , . . , z,, tl! . . , tn) is denoted by tlzl @. . . @ tnzn. Note that 
the following maps are continuous. 
(2) Each projection pi : XI * . . * X, 4 I defined by pi(tlzl @ . . . @ tnx,) = t,. 
(3) Each projection 7ri : $ ((0, I]) ---f X, defined by 7ri (t 1x1 ~3 . . . $ tnx,) = xi. 
We need the following classical fact. 
Fact 2.6 [ 12, Chapter 7, Theorem l.l3(ii)]. Every n-fold join of nonempv topological 
spaces is (n - 2)-connected. 
Definition 2.6. A compact metric space K is called a UV”-compactum if, for any (or 
equivalently some) embedding of K into an ANR metric space X, the following condition 
is satisfied (see also [8]). 
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For every neighborhood U of K in X, there exists a neighborhood V C U of K such 
that for each 0 f i < k, any map n : 5’” 4 6’ admits an extension i?: Di+’ ---f I’. 
Definition 2.7. Let y : X + Y be a perfect map. each fiber of which is a lJV”- 
compactum, and suppose that X is a (not necessarily closed) subset of an ANR metric 
space E. Let 2A be an open cover of Y, and suppose that V is a *-enlargement of g’(U) 
in E. Then, we say that a collection G of open subsets of E k-homotopy stur-re$nes V if 
there exists an open locally finite cover IFt of Y such that G is a *-enlargement of g-(If) 
and that, for each G = g+(H)* E s, where N E ‘FI. there is a V = g+(U)* E V, where 
U E M, satisfying that 
(a) st(G, G) c V (hence, st(H, ‘H) c U); 
(b) for each 0 < 1: < k, any map y : Si 4 st(G, G) admits an extension 7: D’+’ --f V. 
The following lemma essentially follows from [6, Lemma 21, and hence an easy proof 
is omitted here (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.1). 
Lemma 2.2. For every *-enlargement V of g-(U) in an ANR metric space E, where 
g: X + Y and U satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.7, there exists a k-homotopy 
star-re$nement G of V. 
Theorem 2.2. For evev X E C(w) and every positive integer n, there exists a separable 
metric space S with dim S 6 n and a closed onto map g : S + X such that g- (x) is u 
UV”-‘-compactum for each .I’ E X1. 
Notation 2.2. Until the end of the proof of Theorem 2.2 we work in the (n + 1)-fold 
join I * . * I of the unit interval 1. We consider C as a subset of I. For a subset K 
of I, let F(K) be the subspace of I * . . * I, which consists of all points of the form 
t1J.1 83 “. @ ~n+l~,,+l, wherez, l Kforeachi= l,....n+l. 
It is readily seen that F(S) is homeomorphic to its (rr + l)-fold joint S *. . * S, when 
S is compact. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. At first we assume that X E C, (I?). Let f : n/I + X be a map 
satisfying condition (B), and let S be the subspace defined by the following equation, in 
the space F(C) which is homeomorphic to the (7~ + 1)-fold join C * . . * C. 
s = u F(f’(z)). 
,TEX 
Then, dim S 6 n, since dim F(C) = 11. We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. S is closed in F(M). 
Proof. Let ?J = tl Y/I @ $ tTL+l y,+ 1 E F(M) \ S. In order to find a neighborhood of :y 
in F(M) which misses S, it suffices to consider the case when there exists a nonnegative 
integer i, such that tk = 0 for h: < i,, and tk # 0 for k > iu. 
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Then, by the definition of M and S we see that i, < n - 1 and that there exists k > i, 
such that xk = f(Yk) # f(Yk+l) = xk+~. 
Since f is a closed map, there exist two disjoint open sets uk and Uk+r in X such 
that f’.(zi) C f*(Ui) f or i = k, k + 1. Then, it holds that y E n 7rjr2c ( UZ) = U and U 
is open by (3) and is disjoint from the set F(M). 0 
Let g : S -+ X be the map defined by the following equation. 
g(F(f’(x))) = z for each 2 E X. 
We see that: 
Lemma 2.4. The map g : S + X is a closed continuous map. 
Proof. (i) The continuity of g. For any open set 0 of X, the set f’(0) is open subset of 
C since Co is open in C. Hence, for any y E S and any open set 0 containing x = g(y), 
the open neighborhood U = Sn (n{7rF(f+(O)) 1 pi(y) # 0)) satisfies that g(U) c 0. 
(ii) The closedness ofg. For any closed subset F of S, assume that 20 E cl g(F) flXo. 
Then since f is closed, we can choose a sequence xk E g(F) satisfying that Kk = 
f’(zk) converges to a compact subset K C f-(x0) by Fact 1.2. Hence, F(Kk) also 
converges to the compact set E(K) c S. Therefore, there exists a convergent sequence 
yk E F(&) n F such that y = limyk E F(A) n F. Hence, 50 = g(y) E g(F). For the 
case 20 E (clg(F)) n X1, it is easy to see that x0 E g(F) by Lemma 2.3, since flM, is 
perfect. 0 
The following lemma follows from [5, Proposition 1. lo]. For the sake of completeness 
we give a proof. 
Lemma 2.5. For each x E X1, thejber g+(x) is a UP-‘-compacturn. 
Proof. Let K = f‘(z) c C. Since F(I) . IS an AR-space, it suffices to show that, for 
every open neighborhood U of g+(x) = F(K) in F(I), there exists an (n- 1)-connected 
open neighborhood V in F(I) which is contained in U. For any neighborhood U of F(K) 
there exists an open neighborhood G of K in I such that F(K) c F(G) c U. Observe 
that F(c) is (n- l)- connected by Fact 2.6. We enlarge it to a neighborhood V of F(K) 
as follows. There exists an E > 0 such that F(K) c V c iIJ, where 
v = U {P:[~J) n 
I<i<n+l 
0-p)~~ 
and V is open in F(C). Note also that, by taking E sufficiently small, there exists a 
deformation retraction r : B ( aQn, E) --) aAn and that we can assume that 
(4) V = P(G x ... x G x An u (Ul+cn+l G x ... x B(ai,~) x ... x G)), where 
aA7& = ut<ig,+, cri and each cri is (n - 1)-simplex. 
Using the above deformation retraction T, we see that V is (n - 1)-connected neigh- 
borhood of F(K) contained in U. 0 
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Lemmas 2.3-2.5 complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 for each X E L,(B). By Propo- 
sition I _ 1 the same argument can be applied to prove the general case. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. 0 
Theorem 2.3. For each X E L(w),,, there exists un at most n-dimensionul locally 
compact separable metric space Y and a closed map h : Y 4 X such that h ih’(X,) 4 
X1 is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. At first we assume that X E Cc,(B). 
Step 1. Take a map g : M i X given in Theorem 2.2. Since dim M < n we can 
assume that it is a (not necessarily closed) subset of RZn+‘. Let W be an A-cover of 
(Tc~,~), I?) given by Lemma 2.1, applied to B = g’(cca) and S = IW2n+‘. For the 
A-cover W/M of (M, B), we may take an A-cover Z4 of the pair (X, {~a}), consisting 
of subsets of X with compact closures missing {~a}, such that g’(U) refines WIM by 
Fact 2.1(b). By Fact 2.2 we have a *-enlargement V of the collection g’(U) in IW2n+’ 
such that V refines W. Moreover, we can assume that each element of V has compact 
closure missing B, since X1 is locally compact and gig-(X,) is perfect. Put 
Z=(uV)uB. 
Then, note that M c 2 and V is an A-cover of (2, B). At first we construct an 
“approximate section” of g which maps XI into 2. By Lemma 2.2 we have an open 
collection G of E@+’ which (n - 1)-homotopy star-refines V. 
Repeated application of Lemma 2.2 provides successive open coilections G = Gee. . 
Gn-, of Iw21L+’ such that G, (n - 1)-homotopy star-refines G,_ 1 for each i = 1: . . , n - 1. 
Then, by a standard lifting argument (see, for example, [6,13] or [2, Section 16, 
Theorem 7]), we can construct a map s : Xt + 2 such that for each IL: E X1, it holds 
that s(z) E st(y’(z), V). By the definition of V we see that 
st (g’(z): v) = u {g-(u)*: u E U(z)}. 
Hence, it holds that 
(5) for each 2 E X1, there exists a U E Z4 such that z E U and s(z) E g+(U)*. 
Step 2. Here we modify the map s : Xt + 2 into an embedding into RZnf’ under the 
control of U. Since XI is c-compact, it can be represented as the union XI = Uj>,, K,,, 
where { Kj} is a sequence of compact metric spaces such that K, c int Ki+l for each i. 
The compactness of s(K1) guarantees the existence of an EI > 0 such that, for each 
z E K1, it holds that B(s(z),E~) c u{g’(U)*: U E U(z)}. By Fact 2.5 there exists 
an embedding 121 : K1 ---) IR2n+’ which is E I -close to s 1 KI . Hence, we see that 
h,(z) E u {g’(U)*: U E U(z)} for each n: E K1. 
Take an ~2 > 0 such that, for each T E K2, it holds that 
q5(4,E*) c u {g-(u)*: u E U(x)}. 
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By Fact 2.5 again, we can approximate sIK2 by an embedding hz : K2 + R2nf1 so that 
h2 is E2-close to s/K2 and hz[Kl = hl. Then, h2 satisfies the same property as hl for 
each point of K2. 
Continuing this process, we obtain a sequence {hi : Ki + R2nf1 } of embeddings such 
that 
(6) hilKi_, = hi_,, 
(7) hi(z) E U{g’(U)*: U E U(s)} for each z E Ki, and 
(8) limi,, d(hijKi \ K,_I, slKi \ Ki_,) = 0. 
Let E = lJial hi(K,) U B, and define a map h : E + X by 
hlg’(zo) = ~0 and h(y) = h;(y) for y E hi(Ki). 
We will verify that the above h is the required map. Clearly, h-(X,) = Uial hi(K,) 
and h/h-(X,) is a homeomorphism. We prove that (i) h is continuous, and (ii) h is a 
closed map. 
(i) Since each hIhi IS a homeomorphism, it suffices to show that h is continuous 
at g+ (20). Let V be an arbitrary open neighborhood of 20. Since U is an A-cover of 
(X, {x0>), there exists an open W 3 zc such that st(IV,ZA) c V. Then the set 
G = V(s-(W)) 
in Fact 2.2 is a neighborhood of B in E. We show that h(G) c V. For each y E G \ B, 
there exists a unique 2 = ht(y) = h(y) f Ki such that y E g-(U)* for some U E U(z) 
by (7). Hence, if g+(U)* f~ G # 0, then U n W # 0 so that 
5 = h(y) E U c st(lV,U) c V. 
(ii) Take a closed subset F of E, and suppose that J: E clx h(F). We need to show 
that 5 E h(F). There exists a sequence {yk} of F such that lim h(yk) = 2 (recall 
that X is Frechet-Urysohn). Let xk = h(y,+). The conclusion is clear if {yk} has a 
subsequence which stays in some compact subset ht (Kt). Thus, we may assume that 
limk,,ik = DC), where ik = min{i: yk E hi(Ki)}, and IZ: = x0. We claim that the 
sequence {yk} has a subsequence which converges to some y E B. On the contrary, 
assume that {yk} has no accumulation points in B. By (7) there exists uk E u(xk), for 
each k, such that y/l~ E g+(,)*. Then, since E C 2 and V = {g+(U)*: U E U} is 
an A-cover of (2, B), there exists a subcollection V’ of V such that V = B U (U V’) is 
an open neighborhood of B such that V n (U Uk) = 0. Put V’ = {g+(V) * : U E U’}. 
Then, U = (20) U (UU’) . 1s an open neighborhood of 20 missing the sequence {xk}. 
This contradicts the fact that lim xk = ICO. Hence, 50 E h(F), since F n B # 0. 
Finally, let h : Y --f X be an irreducible restriction of the map h by Fact 1.4. Then, 
Y is locally compact by [ 18, Theorem 11. 
By Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 2.2, the proof for the general case proceeds in the 
same way. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We show that every X f C(w), can be embedded in L(n) 
as a closed subset. Suppose that a space X E L(w), is given and take a closed map 
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h : Y + X given in Theorem 2.3. We shall construct a closed embedding j : Y + r(n) 
satisfying the following conditions. Enumerate all the points of Xu as Xu = {zi},3~. 
since it is countable by Proposition 1.1. 
(9) For each i 3 1, it holds that j(h’(zi)) C Gi, and 
(10) j(Y) n (Ui>, GJ = j(h-(X0)). 
Then it is easy to see that the map P = (&(Y)) . j . h’ : X + L(n) is the required 
closed embedding. 
Let A, = h-(x,) an d consider the one point compactification Y* of Y and let AS = 
Ai U {*}, where the point of infinity is denoted by *. Then A* = Ui2, At is a compact 
subset of Y*. Take a &,-embedding a : Y* - p7” such that cx(Aa) c G, and o(k) = 
p by Fact 2.4. Then o(Y) is a closed subset of r(n) and cu(Ai) c n/r,. Note that 
Q(Y \ u,>, Ai) might intersect with z and we need some modification. 
Consider the adjunction space K = Y* U,IA* (&,, n/r,), then a naturally induces 
a map cp: K + p” such that ‘pi &, A/l, = id. Obsehe that p(U+t Mi) is a _&-set 
of pT1. The (ZAPn) guarantees the existence of an embedding 1c, : K --f pn such that 
$1 U,>, A17, = id. Then, /I = T/I . o : Y* -+ p” is a Z,,-embedding such that 
R(*) = p and /?(Y*) n U n/l, = @(A*). 
( > 721 
Therefore, < = ,OlY : Y + r(n) is the required embedding. 0 
3. Nonseparable cases 
3.0. Preliminary results 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : M + X be a perject onto map between locally compact paracom- 
pact spaces, and suppose that S = {So} is a decomposition of M, consisting of clopen 
Lindelof subspaces. Then, we have the following decomposition {MA} of M: 
(a) All spaces MA are clopen Lindeloj and f-saturated in M, and each MA is the 
union of a subcollection of S. 
Proof. From Facts 1.3 and 1.5 there exists a decomposition {T,} of X, consisting of 
clopen Lindeliif subspaces. For each So, put 
EP;l = u {Ty: f(G) n T”i # @> and F~,I = u {S,: S, n f’(Ep.1) # S}. 
These two sets are Lindelbf, since both of f(So) and f’(Ep,t ) are Lindelof by Fact 1.3. 
Then, by induction with respect to n, we define EB,~~ and FB,~ as follows. 
EP.~ = IJ {T+ f(F0,+-1) n T-, # S}, and 
Fp.n = u {S+ S, n f+(&.n) # 0}. 
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Finally, put 
Ep = u &,n, and Fo = U F’,n. 
n>l 7121 
Note that 
5 = f-U%), and Ep = Epl if Ep n Ep, # 0. 
Hence, {Ep} defines a decomposition {MA} of M. Then, it is readily seen that (a) holds, 
since both Epln and FD,~ are Lindelof for each n. 0 
Proposition 3.1. For each X E L(a), it holds that ind X = Ind X = dim X. 
Proof. By [ 10, Theorem I] we have Ind X = dim X. By the definitions we have ind X < 
Ind X. Hence, it suffices to show that Znd X < ind X. It can be seen without difficulty 
that, for a given neighborhood U of a closed subset A of X, there exists an open 
neighborhood V of A such that A c V c v c U and Fr V c X1. Hence, Ind X 6 ind X, 
since dim F = Ind F = ind F if F is a locally compact metric space, and may take the 
above V, so that dim(Fr V) 6 n - 1. 0 
Definition 3.1. For X E C(ct>, a closed covering {XX} of X is called separabk- 
reducing if it satisfies 
0 {X, nXl) . IS a mutually disjoint collection of clopen Lindelof spaces and, for 
each p E X0, it holds that the set {p} U (U V,) is an open neighborhood of p in 
X if VA is 
an open neighborhood of p in XX if p E Xc n XX, 
0 otherwise. 
Proposition 3.2. For every X E L(Q), there exists a separable-reducing closed cover 
{X,> of X. 
Proof. Let f : M = $ CA --t X be a map satisfying condition (A). Then, we have a 
decomposition {MA} of f’ (Xl ), satisfying Lemma 3.1 for the collection S = {C-, n 
f’(Xl)}. Put 
Then, the closed cover (X,} satisfies condition (C). To see this, take a point p E X0, 
and take a collection {VA} as in Definition 3.1. Then the set Ax = cl~ MA \ f+(Vx) 
is a closed subset of cl~ MA which is disjoint from f+(p). It is easy to see that U Ax 
is closed in M, since each MA is the union of a subcollection of S, and hence the set 
{p} U (IJ VA) = f(M \ U Ax) is an open neighborhood of p. 0 
3.1. The U-dimensional case 
3.1. I. A construction of a universal space 
Let eXEa Lx be the a-fold topological sum of the LO E ,&,(B)o defined in Sec- 
tion 2.1.1. Let pi be the unique non-first countable point in Lx, and let L, be the quotient 
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space obtained by identify all the points {pi,} into one point. Let qa : BXEcr Lx + L, 
be the natural quotient map, and let p, = qa({p~}). Note that 
(11) qol is a closed map, scy(Lx) E La, and {qcy(Lx)} IS a separable-reducing closed 
cover of L,. 
Finally, let Lo(a) be the a-fold topological sum of L,. Note that Lo(a) E ,C(Q)~. 
3.1.2. The universality of Lo(o) 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Proposition 1.1 it suffices to show that every X E L,(B) 
can be embedded in L,. If X is metrizable, it is easy to see that X can be embedded in 
L, as a closed subset. Assume that X is not metrizable, and let f : M + X be a map 
satisfying condition (B). Then, by Proposition 3.2 we have a separable-reducing closed 
cover {XX: X E a} of X. By Theorem 2.1 we can embed each space XX into qa(Lx) 
as a closed subset. Moreover, we have embeddings ex : XX + qm(Lx) such that 
(12) ex(zc) = p, when zo E XX. 
Then, the mapping from Y into L,, naturally defined by these embeddings, gives the 
required closed embedding, since {XX} is a separable-reducing closed cover of XX, and 
both (11) and (12) hold. 0 
3.2. Positive-dimensional cases 
Definition 3.2. Let K: and 3 be collections of countable subsets of an infinite cardinal 
cr. Then, K catches 3 if it satisfies that, for every < E 3, there exists r/ E K such that 
5‘ c rl. 
A collection K is said to be injectively universal for countable sets with size Q (IUC(a) 
for short) if, for every collection 3 of countable subsets of a with 131 6 a, there exists 
an injection iF : tr 4 a such that K catches the collection in = (i&r): < E 3}. 
A cardinal a is said to be injectively regular with respect to countable sets if there 
exists an IUC(tr) family K whose cardinality < u. In particular, cy is said to be regular 
with respect to countable sets if there exists a family K of IIcI < a which catches every 
collection 3 of countable subsets of cy (note that in this case one can choose in = id,, 
for the collection 3). 
Proposition 3.3. 
(a) For every n, the cardinal w, is regular with respect to countable sets, and ww is 
injective regular with respect to countable sets. 
(b) For any cardinal LY, there exists a cardinal fl > Q: which is regular with respect 
to countable sets. 
Proof. (a) For the case Q: = w = wg, let KO be the singleton set {w}. Then, it is obvious 
that Ica catches every family 3 of countable subsets of a. 
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Assume that w,_i is regular with respect to countable subsets. Then, for each ordinal 
P of IPI = w,-i, th ere exists a family Icp of (&I 6 w,_t in /5’, which catches any 
family F consisting of countable subsets in p. Put 
Then, lK,( = w, and it is easy to verify that Ic, catches any family consisting of 
countable subsets in w,. 
For the case Q = w,, put 
Clearly, we see that ]KI = cy. Suppose that 3 is a family of countable subsets in cy 
satisfying that IFI = (Y. It suffices to show that there exists an injection in which 
satisfies the property in Definition 3.2. Let F = {&,: y < w,} be an enumeration of 3. 
Put Fn{&: y < w,} and F, = U 3,. Note that IF,1 6 w,~ since each &, is countable. 
By induction we define an injection i, : a -+ cy for each n satisfying that 
(13) i,(F, Uw,) c wn and inlwn_i = &_I. 
Let i 1 : a 4 a be any injection satisfying that i 1 (Fl U WI ) c WI. Suppose that i,_ 1 
is given. Since i,_l(F,_, U w,_l) c wn-l and lin_l(Fn) \ w,I < w,, there exists an 
injection ik : a + Q such that ib(in-l(Fn) U w,) c w, \ w,_l and i$lw,_i = id,,_,. 
Put i, = i; o i,_ 1. Then the injection i,, satisfies the inductive assumption (13). 
Define in = in(z) for each 2 E w,. Then by (13), the function iF is well- 
defined and is injective. It is readily seen that K cdtches in, since each Kc, catches 
i7Vn) = in(3n). 
(b) For any Q, let p = c?. Then, the family K of all countable subsets of /3 satisfies 
the requited property, since ,0” = /3 and hence /Kl = /3. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Assume GCH. Then, every uncountable cardinal Q of cf(cr) > w (re- 
spectively, cf(o) = w) is (respectively, injectively) regular with respect to countable 
sets. 
Proof. When cf(a) > w, the proposition follows from Proposition 3.3(b), since /3 = 
o! w = Q [14, Chapter I, 10.42(3)]. When cf(o) = w, there exists an increasing sequence 
{a,} such that o = sup cy,. We can assume that each on is a regular cardinal (i.e., 
cf(a,) = a,), since Q: is a limit cardinal and we may replace CY$ with o, if necessary. 
Then, it is easy to see that Q is injective regular with respect to countable subsets, 
since each Q, is regular with respect to countable subsets (see the proof for (Y = w, in 
Proposition 3.3(a)). q 
3.2.1. A construction of a universal space 
Let D, be a discrete space of cardinality of cy. Suppose that B is a collection of 
countable infinite subsets of D,, satisfying that lG1 < Q. Let {L(n)<: < E G} be a 
mutually disjoint collection of copies of universal space L(n), and let ic : (L(n)<)0 + < 
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be a bijection, since both of c E 6 and the set (L(n)c) 0 o non-first countable points in f 
L(n)c are countable infinite. Define a map f : @C,G(L(n),.+)o -+ D, as follows: 
fl (+)C)a = i5. 
Finally, let L,(G) be the adjunction space (ecEG L(n)c) Uf D,. Since 
2 = @(n)c E C(Q), 
CEB 
one can show without difficulty that Ln(G) E C,(cr), since the natural quotient map 
qa : 2 4 L,(G) is closed. Let L,(a) be the space L,(K), when there exists an IUC(a) 
family K for countable sets of D, with 1x1 6 Q, consisting of countable infinite subsets 
of D,. 
3.2.2. The universality of L,(O) 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 follow from the following theorem together with Propositions 3.3 
and 3.4. 
Theorem 3.1. For each injnite cardinal cy, the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) cy is injective regular with respect to countable sets. 
(b) There exists a universal space for the class C,(a) for every n 3 1. 
(c) There exists a universal space for the class ,C,(cy) for some n > 1. 
Proof. (a) + (b) Let X E C,(o) and let K is an NC(a) family for countable sets of 
D, with (ICI < cy. Without loss of generality we can assume that 1x01 = 1x1 = Q so that 
put X0 = {p,: p E (Y}, and enumerate K = {I: < E CY}, satisfying that 
(14) I{( E K: 5 = rl}l = o for each n E K. 
We can assume also that K consists of infinite subsets, since we may replace C U 
70 with < if necessary, where 770 is a fixed countable infinite subset of D,. Then, by 
Proposition 3.2 we have a separable-reducing closed cover X = {XX} of X. Since 
1x1 = a, the collection can be indexed so that X E Q. For each fixed XX, there exists at 
most countably many p, such that p,, E XX. Hence, put 
Ex = {Pp(x,i): i 3 11 
for all those points. Put 
F = {[A: x E o}. 
Then, since 1x01 = ID,1 = IF_I = Q, th ere exists an injection hF : X0 + D, satisfying 
that K: catches hF(F). Hence, by (14) for each <A E F, there exists an no E K: such that 
&(lx) c rlx, rlx f n/1 if X # p. 
Since XX E L,(w) and q”(L(n),,) x L(n), there exists a closed embedding 
hx : Xx + @(L(n),,) satisfying that hx I<x = hF by Theorem 1.1. Finally, let 
h : X -+ L,(Q) be the map defined by hlXx = hx. Then, we can see without diffi- 
culty that h is a closed embedding by a parallel argument with the O-dimensional case, 
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using condition (C) in Definition 3.1 and the fact that both X and {@(L(n),): n E K} 
are separable-reducing covers of X and Ln(cx), respectively. 
(b) + (c) Trivial. 
(c) + (a) Suppose that L is a universal space for ,&(a), and let S = {SX: X E a} 
be a separable-reducing cover of L. Put 
7~ = SA n LO and K = { qx: X E a}. 
We show that K is an IUC(cy) family. For any collection F of countable subsets of 
D,, satisfying that IFI < a, take an embedding h: L,(F) + L. Note that h induces 
an injection h: D, + LO. Since each (L(n)<), = L(n)c \ (L(n)c)a is connected, where 
< E F, there exists X E cy such that L(n)c c SA. Note that h(c) = h((L(n)&) c VA, 
since every point in SX \ Lo has a countable neighborhood base. Hence, for each < E 3, 
there exists QX E K such that fi(c) c 7~. This completes the proof that K is an IUC(o) 
family. q 
Remark 3.1. 
(a) There is a difference between regularity and injectively regularity, since it can be 
shown that w, is not regular with respect to countable sets (cf. the proof of [14, 
Chapter 1, Lemma 10.401). 
(b) By Theorem 4.1, we can produce a concrete universal space for every n by our 
method if one can show the existence of a universal space for a particular n 3 1, 
using some other method (e.g., a categorical method or a factorization method as 
in metrizable case [3, Theorem 4.2.61). 
We conclude this paper with the following problem. 
Problem 3.1. 
(a) Does ZFC imply that every infinite cardinal injective regular with respect to count- 
able sets? 
(b) Is it consistent that w,+r is not regular with respect to countable sets? 
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